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Objective One: Participants will be able to describe the 

benefits of having a school-based crisis response team.

Objective Two: Participants will be able to describe the 

key principles of Critical Incident Stress Management.

Objective Three: Participants will be able to describe 

how such a model school-based crisis response team 

can be implemented and sustained through 

collaboration and at minimal cost. 





What is a 

Critical Incident?

Any abrupt, powerful, 

or traumatic event that:

 Causes significant  

emotional distress 

 Overwhelms the usual 

effective coping mechanisms

 Can result in physical and 

emotional disorders if 

appropriate crisis 

interventions are not 

provided

(Mitchell, 2015)
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“A state of heightened cognitive, 

physical, emotional, and behavioral 

arousal that accompanies the crisis.” 

(Mitchell, 2015, p. 18)



“A specialized package of crisis 

intervention techniques that are linked 

to each other and blended together to 

alleviate the reactions to traumatic 

experiences.”

(Mitchell, 2015, p. 32)



Comprehensive: 1.) pre-crisis preparedness, 2.) acute 

crisis management, and 3.) post-crisis follow-up

Integrated: linked and blended together into a 

cohesive approach

Systematic: applied in a logical, step-by-step manner

Multi-component: encourages a strategic, multi-

faceted and interlinked approach to crisis 

management

(Mitchell, 2015)



 Reduce emotional tension

 Stabilize impacted individuals

 Mobilize personal resources

 Mitigate the impact of the traumatic event

 Normalize reactions

 Facilitate normal recovery processes

 Restore individuals to adaptive functions

 Enhance group cohesion and performance

 Identify individuals who may need professional 

assistance and refer as necessary



 Grief counseling

 Psychotherapy

 A long-term service



C I R T





 Crisis consultation

 Risk and needs assessment

 Information dissemination

 Group and individual acute crisis stabilization

 Psychological First Aid

 Critical Incident Stress Management 

 Trauma mitigation

 Mobilization of outside supports

 Aftercare resources and referrals 

 Follow-up consultation and interventions





 Rapid response times

 Team members familiar with district population, 

nuances, and needs

 Team members recognizable to staff, students, 

parents

 In keeping with State of NH’s goal to build local 

capacity for disaster behavioral health response



Sustainability:









FROM HOPELESS… …TO HOPEFUL
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Rochester School District 

Critical Incident Response

Protocol



STAGE 1:

PRE-INTERVENTION



STAGE 2:

INTERVENTION



STAGE 3:

POST-INTERVENTION
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“I am” 

is the single most powerful statement 

in the English Language.

When you say, “I am”

and attach it to a positive affirmation,

your subconscious will immediately 

go to work

to achieve your statement.



“I am __________” 

Strong

Courageous

Capable

Resilient

Determined

Grateful
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